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1. Motivation

The value of interactive engagement / active learning has
been compellingly established [1] but there is presently a
less clear picture of what ‘active engagement’ actually looks
like in terms of the classroom experience, with a range of
teaching approaches and environments falling within this
umbrella term.

We have developed the Framework for Interactive Learning
in Lectures (FILL) protocol [2] to characterise activities that
take place within active engagement lectures. The coding
scheme places particular emphasis on identifying modes of
interaction between instructor and students, and between
students themselves, with a high level of temporal detail to
capture sometimes brief exchanges.

We have used this protocol to analyse video recordings of
49 undergraduate lectures from two courses at a research
intensive university in the UK: Course 1, an introductory,
general course on Newtonian mechanics; and Course 2, an
introductory course on modern physics for Physics majors.
Both courses are calculus-based.

2. FILL activity codes and categories

The FILL protocol assigns exactly one
activity code to each moment of the lecture.
Transitions between activities are noted at a
time resolution of individual seconds.
Activities are categorised as non interactive,
interactive (where all students are directly
involved), and vicariously interactive (where
a few students are directly involved and the
rest can follow the discussion internally).

4. Activity timelines for Course 1

5. Instructor and course differences

Panel 3 shows the mean fraction of each interactivity
category for all lectures given by a particular instructor for
each course. (Instructors within a course teach the same
class of students sequentially over the semester.)

In Course 2, the majority of the lecture time for both
instructors C and D consists of non-interactive segments
(mostly lecturer talk), with instructor D making higher use of
interactive and vicariously interactive segments.

Course 1 contains notably less non interactive time than
Course 2, but the most striking difference is for Instructor A;
nearly one third of their lectures consists of vicariously
interactive time, whereas Instructor B makes negligible use
of this mode.

Panel 4 shows activity timelines for Course 1 lectures given
by Instructors A and B. This detailed view reveals many
instances in A’s lectures of lecturer-initiated question and
answer sessions (LQ) and many spontaneous student
questions (SQ), which are mostly absent for B.

6. Implications for practice

The FILL protocol is sensitive to marked differences in the
classroom experience and environment between these
instructors and courses, even though all are nominally being
delivered with an active engagement approach.

Both Instructors A and B make extensive use of Peer
Instruction, which can be seen as characteristic patterns of
S-Thinking and/or SS-discuss followed by Feedback in the
timelines in panel 4. As illustrated in panel 3, A and B’s use
of these formal, structured interactive episodes is very
similar: the primary distinction comes in A’s use of informal
dialogues during the vicariously interactive segments.

Other studies have highlighted the significance of the
establishment of classroom norms of behaviour [3,4]. We
hypothesise that a norm has been established in Instructor
A’s classroom where free and informal dialogue is accepted
as customary by students, whereas this does not appear to
be true for the same students in B’s lectures. We believe that
this finding reinforces the critical sensitivity of the active
engagement classroom to perhaps implicit norms.
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3. Proportion of classroom activity categories

Course 1 (introductory mechanics)

Course 2 (modern physics)

Instructor A Instructor B

Instructor C Instructor D

Instructor A

Instructor B

Code Activity Category

Ltalk
Lecturer talking, 

students listening
Non Interactive

LQ
Lecturer asks question, 

student answers
Vicariously Interactive

SQ
Student asks question, 

lecturer answers
Vicariously Interactive

S-Thinking
Students thinking 

silently
Interactive

SS-discuss
Student-student 

discussions
Interactive

Feedback
Lecturer feedback to 

students
Interactive
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